DRIVE PERFORMANCE
THROUGH STADIUM SEATING
Customize your own RECARO player benches

NOTHING BEATS THE ORIGINAL
RECARO Player Benches – since 1994.
It all began back in 1994 with a friendly favor for a soccer coach suffering from back problems. To help relieve the pain, the
coach took his place beside the player bench on a customized vehicle seat. This inspired what has now become a hugely popular
seat model for so many clubs around the world: RECARO’s player benches.
Sport stars not only enjoy comfort of original RECARO seats in their cars – players, coaches and physiotherapists count on
RECARO as an expert in ergonomic seating in the stadium too. Thanks to the comfortable sitting position, ergonomically designed
seat structure, firm upholstery and, not least, the powerful seat heating, substitutes are always ready and rearing to go – whatever
the weather.
What’s more, the seats offer ample space for high-quality sponsoring logos that will be highly visible during televised matches.
Customize your original RECARO player benches today and chose one of the available sponsoring packages – with large or
medium-sized RECARO lettering on the backrest, or even no RECARO logo at all. The choice of colors is practically limitless.

EVERY INCH LUXURIOUS
Hard-wearing materials. Bespoke ergonomics. Outstanding craftsmanship.
Our player benches are based on car seat models that have undergone intensive testing on the most extreme roads and
tracks during development. The result: maximum athletic performance – even at the extremes. RECARO player benches
combine comfort, robust materials and outstanding craftsmanship. And the result is very special indeed.
Standard features
+ Lumbar support
+ Ergonomic lateral support
+ Specially formed shoulder support
+ Individually adjustable backrest recliner
+ Streamlined design
+ Integrated headrest
+ Cover material: waterproof Ambla leather
+ Customizable colors
+ Printed team logo and sponsor names
Option
+ Seat heating in the backrest and seat cushion

AVAILABLE
WITH OPTIONAL
SEAT HEATING
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